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We present two complete systems for polymorphic types with sub-
typing. One system is in the style of natural deduction, while another
is a Gentzen-style sequent calculus system. We prove several meta-
mathematical properties for these systems including cut elimination, sub-
ject reduction, coherence, and decidability of type reconstruction.
Following the approach by J. Mitchell, the sequents are given a simple
semantics using logical relations over applicative structures. The systems
are complete with respect to this semantics. The logic which emerges
from this paper can be seen as a successor to the original Hilbert style
system proposed by J. Mitchell in 1988, and to the ‘‘half way’’ sequent
calculus of G. Longo, K. Milsted, and S. Soloviev proposed in 1995.
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1. INTRODUCTION
The notion of subtyping is one of the most important concepts introduced
recently into the theory of functional languages (see [68]). One of the basic
motivations comes from the area of object-oriented programming via the concept
of inheritance. Another, not necessarily disjoint, way of viewing subtyping is the
possibility of treating objects of a given type _ as legal objects of any type which
contains _ as a subtype. This is known as the subsumption rule.
The relation of subtyping for polymorphic typic was axiomatized by Mitchell in
1988 [15]. This axiomatization was proved complete with respect to the semantics
based on set-theoretic containment of logical relations over applicative structures.2
This relation of subtyping was recently proved undecidable by P. Urzyczyn and the
author of this paper (see [18])3.
An important step towards understanding subtyping was made in 1995 by
Longo, Milsted and Soloviev (see [14]) by looking at the subtyping expression
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_ C={ as a sequent _ |&{ and designing a certain sequent calculus equivalent to
Mitchell’s original system. The main contribution of [14] was to bring to the sur-
face the logical contents of the relation of subtyping. However, the sequent calculus
of [14] is neither a Gentzen-style sequent calculus nor a natural deduction system.
We discuss this point in Section 4 in some detail.
The aim of the present paper is to propose two systems which are strongly
related with subtyping. One system, |&ND , is in the natural deduction style, while
the other, |&S , is a Gentzen-style sequent calculus. We show that the system of [14]
is a proper subsystem of |&ND in the sense that all rules of the former system are
admissible in the latter. We also show several metamathematical properties of |&ND
and |&S , including their equivalence.
The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 contains basic definitions including
the polymorphic lambda calculus, Mitchell’s system, and the LongMilsted
Soloviev system, |&LMS . In Section 3 we recall the semantics using logical relations
over applicative structures. In Section 4 we introduce |&ND , discuss cut rules,
and show a containment of |&LMS in |&ND . We also give semantics of sequents
with finitely many premises by using the logical relations and show completeness of
|&ND with respect to this semantics. In Section 5 we prove subject reduction and
observe strong normalization for terms typable in |&ND . In Section 6 we prove the
coherence property using an adaptation of the equational theory of [14] and
of [6]. In Section 7 we introduce the Gentzen-style sequent calculus |&S and
prove cut elimination for |&S . Finally, in Section 8 we discuss the issue of type
inhabitation (provability) and type reconstruction. As we mentioned earlier
provability is undecidable. However, we show in this section that the type
reconstruction problem for |&ND is decidable. This is a corollary of the characteriza-
tion of pure lambda terms which are erasures of the terms of |&ND . In the Conclu-
sion (Section 9) we briefly discuss the relationship of |&S with the unified calculus,
of Girard [12].
2. FORMAL SYSTEMS
The notation for polymorphic types is given in the following grammar.
_ ::=X | (_  _) | (\X ._),
where X ranges over type variables. We will use X, Y, Z (possibly with indices) as
metavariables which denote type variables and _, \, { are metavariables which
denote types. Parentheses are usually omitted if this does not lead to confusion. We
will denote by T the set of all types.
Typed lambda terms are defined by the following grammar.
M ::=x | (MM) | (*x : _.M) | (M_) | (4X.M),
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where x ranges over term variables and _ ranges over polymorphic types. We use
x, y, z, u, v and M, N, P, Q as metavariables ranging over term variables and over
terms, respectively.
Pure lambda terms are obtained from the typed terms by erasing all the type
information. Hence pure lambda terms are generated by the following grammar.
M ::=x | (MM) | (*x.M)
For each typed lambda term M we have a pure lambda term, erase(M), which is
obtained from M by erasing all the type information.
For terms M and N and a term variable x, N[Mx] denotes the result of
substituting M for all free occurrences of x in N (bound variables in N may have
to be :-renamed in order to avoid capture of free variables in M). Similarly,
{[_X] denotes the result of substituting a type _ for all free occurrences of X
in {.
We have two kinds of ; reductions and two kinds of ’ reductions.
(;1) (*x : _.M) N ; M[Nx] (;2) (4X.M) \ ; M[\X]
and
(’1) (*x : _.Mx) ’ M (’2) (4X.MX) ’ M.
In (’1) we assume that x does not occur free in M. In (’2) we assume that X does
not occur free in M. A term M is said to ; reduce to a term N in one step, written
M ; N, if there is a context C[ ] and two terms M$ and N$ such that M=C[M$],
N=C[N$], and M$ ; N$ is an instance of (;1) or (;2). We write M *; N to
indicate that N can be obtained from M by performing a certain number
of ;-reductions. We use a similar notation for M *’ N. We can also mix reductions;
M *;, ’ N means that N can be obtained from M by a finite sequence of ;’ reduc-
tions. Similar notions apply to pure lambda terms.4
2.1. The System F
The system F of polymorphic * calculus is due to Girard (see [10, 11]) and inde-
pendently to Reynolds (see [16]). It is a system for deriving typing judgements
which are triples of the form A |&M : _, where A is a finite partial function from
object variables to types (A is called an environment), M is a types term, and _ is
a type. The environment A can be thought of as containing typing assumptions
about variables which may occur free in M. We represent A as a finite set of
ordered pairs of the form (x : {), where x is an object variable and { is a type.
Dom(A) is the domain of A, and FV(A) is the set of all type variables which occur
free in types of A. By A(x : _) we mean a new environment which assigns to x the
type _ and is defined the same as A for all other object variables.
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4 Then we have just one notion of ;-reduction and one notion of ’-reduction.
Axiom. A |&(x: _), provided (x: _) # A.
Rules.
(  -intro)
A(x : _) |&M : {
A |&(*x : _.M) : _  {
(  -elim)
A |&M : _  { A |&N : _
A |&(MN) : {
(\-intro)
A |&M : _
A |&(4X.M) : \X ._
(X  FV(A))
(\-elim)
A |&M : \X ._
A |&M{ : _[{X]
In the rule (  -intro) A(x : _) stands for an environment which is obtained from
A by either adding (x : _), if x  Dom(A), or removing from A whatever pair (x : {)
was belonging to A and adding (x : _). We write A |&F M : _ to indicate that the
typing judgement A |&M : _ is derivable in the above system.
2.2. Mitchell ’s Containment System
The system which we present here derives expressions of the form _ C={, which
are pronounced ‘‘type _ is contained in (or is a subtype of) a type {.’’ This system
is due to Mitchell [15].
Axiom.
(refl) _ C=_
(inst) \X ._ C=_[\X]
(dummy) _ C=\X ._, (X  FV(_))
(distr) (\X ._  {) C=(\X ._)  (\X .{).
Rules.
(  )
_$ C=_ { C={$
_  { C=_$  {$
(\)
_ C={
\X ._ C=\X .{
(trans)
_ C=\ \ C={
_ C={
.
We write |&_ C={ to indicate that the formula _ C={ is derivable in Mitchell’s
system.
An important result due to Mitchell (see [15]) relating the system F and
Mitchell’s system is the following equivalence.
Theorem 1 (Mitchell [15]). For all polymorphic types _ and { the following con-
ditions are equivalent:
(i) |&_ C={.
(ii) There is a typed term M such that (x : _) |&F M : { and erase(M) *’ x.
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2.3. The LongoMilstedSoloviev System
This system (see [14]) derives sequents of the form (x : _) |&M : {, where _ and
{ are polymorphic types, x is an object variable, and M is a typed term.
Axiom. (x : _) |&x : _.
Rules.
(  )
(x : {1) |&M : _1 ( y : _2) |&N : {2
(z : _1  _2) |&(*x : {1 .N[(zM)y]) : {1  {2
(\L)
(x : _[\X]) |&M : {
( y : \X ._) |&M[( y\)x] : {
.
For 0kn
(\k, n)
(x : _) |&*x1 : {1 } } } *xk : {k .M : {1  } } } {n  {
(x : _) |&*x1 : {1 } } } *xn : {n .4X.Mxk+1 } } } xn : {1  } } } {n  \X .{
.
In the above rule we assume that X does not occur free in _, {1 , ..., {n , and either
k=n or (k<n and M does not start with *).5 The latter technical restriction in rule
(\k, n) implies that terms typable in |&LMS are in ; normal form. The consequence
of dropping this restriction is that more terms would be typable but the stronger
system would lack the subject reduction property, i.e., the set of terms typable in
the stronger system need not be closed under ; reduction.
We write (x : _) |&LMS M : { to denote that the sequent (x : _) |&M : { is
derivable in the above system.
The main result connecting Mitchell’s system and |&LMS was obtained by Longo
et al. in [14].
Theorem 2 (Longo et al. [14]). The following conditions are equivalent:
(i) |&_ C={.
(ii) There is a typed term M such that (x : _) |&LMS M : {.
The above result implies that the (trans) rule of Mitchell’s system is admissible
in |&LMS . This can be seen as a sort of cut elimination theorem for |&LMS .
3. SEMANTICS VIA LOGICAL RELATIONS
For the purposes of this section it will be enough to work with very general
structures. Let D=(D, } ) be a groupoid, i.e., a nonempty set D with a binary
operation } . Such structures are called applicative structures. The intuition behind
D is that every element of D can be viewed both as a code of a certain function or
as an argument to a function. Then d } e can be viewed as a result of applying the
function whose code is d to the value e.
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5 In the original formulation of the system in [14] there are two rules (\k, n): the first, as defined here,
and the second defined for the case 0n<k. The reader may check that the second rule is a special case
of the first rule.
The operation } can be extended to vectors componentwise. For (d1 , ..., dn) # Dn
and (e1 , ..., en) # Dn, we define (d1 , ..., dn) } (e1 , ..., en)=(d1 } e1 , ..., dn } en). Given an
applicative structure D and n1, we can define a binary operation O on n-ary
relations over D,
R1 O R2=[d9 # Dn | for all e # R1 , d9 } e # R2].
We can further extend } to n-ary relations elementwise: R1 } R2=[d9 } e | d9 # R1 ,
e # R2]. Let us observe that the following property holds for n-ary relations R, R1 ,
R2 over D. The proof is left to the reader.
Lemma 3. If R, R1 , R2 are n-ary relations over an applicative structure D=
(D, } ), then R(R1 O R2) if (R } R1)R2 .
Hence R1 O R2 is the largest relation R which satisfies (R } R1)R2 .
A n-ary logical relation over D is a family R=[R_]_ # T of n-ary relations
indexed by types, subject to the following two conditions.
(  ) R_  {=R_ O R{
(\) R\X ._= ,
{ # T
R_[{X]
We say that type _ is a subtype of a type { under a logical relation R, written
R <_ C={, if R
_R{. We say that _ is a subtype of {, written <_ C={, if _ is a
subtype of { under every logical relation.
The following result, due to Mitchell [15], establishes soundness and complete-
ness of Mitchell’s system with respect to logical relations.
Theorem 4 (Mitchell [15]). For arbitrary types _ and {, the following two
conditions are equivalent:
(i) |&_ C={.
(ii) <_ C={.
Moreover, there is a unary logical relation R
*
over a certain applicative structure6
D, such that for all types _, {, we have |&_ C={ iff R*<_ C={.
There is a well-known approach to the semantics of system F which uses partial
equivalence relations (PER), see [1, 35]. A partial equivalence relation over D is
a relation which is symmetric and transitive. The important property of PERs is
that they are closed under O . There is a one-to-one correspondence between sub-
sets of D (i.e., unary relations) and PERs with at most one equivalence classgiven
RD we define a PER R such that (d, e) # R iff d, e # R. This correspondence
preserves O and arbitrary intersections. Hence, it follows from the second part of
Theorem 4 that Mitchell’s system is also complete with respect to PER semantics.
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6 This structure is even a * model.
4. NATURAL DEDUCTION SYSTEM
Mitchell’s containment system presented in Section 2.2 is in Hilbert style; i.e., its
main emphasis is on the specific axioms. On the other hand, |&LMS presented in
Section 2.3 can be seen as a ‘‘half way’’ sequent calculus in the style of Gentzenit
has just one basic axiom and several rules which introduce the type constructors:
 and \. Rule (\L) is a typical Gentzen-style rule of introducing \ on the left of
|&. However, the rule (  ) introduces  on both sides of |& simultaneously,
while the rule (\k, n) introduces \ on the right of |& in the special context of a type;
i.e., the \ is introduced to the right of n arrows. The reason for having (\k, n) in
|&LMS for each n is that the sequents have only one premise.7 These additional
restrictions are not Gentzen style. A typical Gentzen-style system has rules, one for
each type constructor, introducing it on the left of |&, and one for introducing it
on the right of |&. The reader should compare |&LMS with the Gentzen-style
sequent calculus introduced in Section 7.
There is another style of presenting a logical system. it is called the natural deduc-
tion style. The typical feature of this style is that for each type constructor there is
one rule which introduces it8 and one which eliminates it. An example of a natural
deduction system is the system F presented in Section 2.1.
In this section we will introduce a natural deduction system |&ND which can be
seen as an extension of |&LMS in the sense that all proofs in |&LMS can be carried
over in |&ND . This extension is proper in several respects. First of all it is dealing
with a broader class of sequents than |&LMS does. But even restricted to the |&LMS
sequents it has more proofs than |&LMS does. The system is remarkably similar to
the system F, though a few differences, notably noncommutativity and linearity,
make the metamathematical theory quite simple. Nevertheless, as we will see, |&ND
(and also |&LMS) is undecidable.
In this approach we assume that environments are sequences rather than sets.
Hence an environment E is a finite nonempty sequence of expressions of the form
(x : _) such that no term variable occurs twice in E. By Dom(E) we denote the set
of term variables occurring in E, and by FV(E) we denote the set of all type
variables which occur free in types of E. E1 V E2 denotes concatenation of environ-
ments.
We stress two important points in which this definition of an environment differs
from the usual definition, e.g., in system F:
v E is noncommutative, e.g., (x : _) V ( y : {){( y : {) V (x : _).
v E is nonempty.
The first assumption is crucial. The second can be eliminated at the expense of
complication of the system.
The following rules define our natural deduction system for coecions.
Axiom. (x : _) |&(x : _).
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7 Usually dealing with sequents having more than one premise makes (\k, n) admissible, as a conse-
quence of the usual rules which introduce  and \ on the right.
8 On the right of |&.
Rules.
(  -intro)
E V (x : _) |&M : {
E |&(*x : _.M) : _  {
(  -elim)
E |&M : _  { (x : \) |&N : _
E V (x : \) |&(MN) : {
(x  Dom(E))
(\-intro)
E |&M : _
E |&(4X.M) : \X ._
(X  FV(E))
(\-elim)
E |&M : \X ._
E |&M{ : _[{X]
In the above rules we assume that E{<. We will write E |&ND M : _ to denote that
the sequent E |&M : _ is derivable in the above system.
Let us first list some properties of terms typable in |&ND . They expose the specific
aspects of |&ND which differentiate it from the system F.
Lemma 5. For all types _1 , ..., _n , {, for all variables x1 , ..., xn , and for any typed
term M, if (x1 : _1) V } } } V (xn : _n) |&ND M : {, then:
(i) n>0, i.e., the environment is nonempty.
(ii) The variables x1 , ..., xn are pairwise different, i.e., xi {xj , for i{ j.
(iii) FV(M)=[x1 , ..., xn].
(iv) Every variable xi occurs exactly once in M.
Proof. The proof is by a routine induction on the length of the derivation of
(x1 : _1) V } } } V (xn : _n) |&ND M : {. We omit the details. K
In particular, it follows from the above lemma that no closed term is typable in
|&ND . A more precise characterization of terms typable in |&ND is given in
Theorems 12 and 24.
As an illustrative example let us consider the following inequality:
Z  (\X .X  X) C=Z  (Y  Y)  Y  Y . (1)
It can be proved in Mitchell’s system by starting with the axiom (inst) with _#
\X .X  X and \#Y  Y and then applying (  ) to the resulting inequality and
an instance of (refl): Z C=Z .
The following sequents, provable in |&ND , correspond to (1),
(x : Z  (\X .X  X)) V ( y1 : Z) V ( y2 : Y  Y)
V ( y3 : Y) |&ND xy1 (Y  Y) y2 y3 : Y,
but also
(x : Z  (\X .X  X)) V ( y1 : Z) |&ND xy1 (Y  Y) : (Y  Y)  Y  Y,
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and
(x : Z  (\X .X  X)) V ( y1 : Z)
|&ND *y2 : Y  Y . *y3 : Y . xy1 (Y  Y) y2 y3 : (Y  Y)  Y  Y .
Another possibility is:
(x : Z  (\X .X  X)) |&ND *y1 : Z . xy1 (Y  Y) : Z  (Y  Y)  Y  Y .
We conclude with some technical results which will be used later.
Lemma 6. If E |&ND M : _, then for any type \ and for any type variable X,
E[\X] |&ND M[\X] : _[\X].
Proof. Obvious induction on M. We leave the details to the reader. K
Lemma 7. If (x : X) V E |&ND M : _, then E=<, and for some m0, _=
\Y1 } } } \Ym .X, with Yj {X for j=1, ..., m, and M *;4Y1 } } } 4Ym .x.
Proof. The proof is by routine induction on M. We leave it to the reader. K
Lemma 8. Let (x : _) V E |&ND M : { and let M be in ;’ normal form such that M
is neither of the form *y : \. M$ nor of the form 4X .M$. Then
(i) If M#x, then E=< and {#_.
(ii) If _#_$  _", and Mx, then E=( y1 : _1) V E$ is nonempty and M is of
the form
M#xM$G1 } } } Gn ,
where n0, M$ is a term such that ( y1 : _1) |&ND M$ : _$ holds, and each Gj is either
a term or a type.
(iii) If _#\Y._$, and Mx, then M is of the form
M#x\G1 } } } Gn ,
where n0, \ is a type, and each Gj is either a term or a type.
Proof. The proof is by a routine induction on the number of (  -elim) and
(\-elim) rules used in the derivation of (x : _) V E |&ND M : {. We omit the details. K
4.1. Cut Rules
Depending on whether the cut is performed on the leftmost formula of the
environment, or somewhere inside, we have two cut rules. When cut is performed
on the leftmost formula, we have the following rule
(cut)
E1 |&M : _ (x : _) V E2 |&N : {
E1 V E2 |&N[Mx] : {
.
In the above rule we assume that x  Dom(E1) and Dom(E1) & Dom(E2)=<.
When the cut formula is not necessarily the leftmost formula of the environment
the rule becomes more restrictive.
(cut*)
( y : \) |&M : _ L V (x : _) V E |&N : {
L V ( y : \) V E |&N[Mx] : {
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In the above rule we assume that y  Dom(E) _ Dom(L).
Let us observe that when |E1|=1 in (cut) and L=< in (cut*), then both rules
coincide. Rule (cut) will be used in Section 7 to establish equivalence between |&ND
and the Gentzen-style sequent calculus for the logic of coercions. Rule (cut*) will
be used in Section 5 to prove the subject reduction property.
Proposition 9. Both rules: (cut) and (cut*) are admissible in |&ND .
Proof. Both proofs are by induction on N. Here we give the details only for the
case when N=N1N2 is an application. The other cases, being routing, are omitted.
Let us first discuss (cut). In that case we have E2 {<. Let E2=E$2 V ( y : \). It
is possible that E$2=<. Then we have
(x : _) V E$2 |&ND N1 : !  { and ( y : \) |&ND N2 : !,
for some type !. By the induction hypothesis we get
E1 V E$2 |&ND N1[Mx] : !  {
and by (  -elim),
E1 V E2 |&ND (N1[Mx]) N2 : {.
From Lemma 5(iv) it follows that x does not occur in N2 . Hence
(N1[Mx]) N2=(N1N2)[Mx].
Next we turn to the rule (cut*). We have to consider two cases:
I. E2=<.
II. E2 {<.
In case (I) we have for some type !,
E1 |&ND N1 : !  { and (x : _) |&ND N2 : !.
By the induction hypothesis we obtain
( y : \) |&ND N2[Mx] : !
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and by (  -elim) we get
E1 V ( y : \) |&ND N1 (N2[Mx]).
Let us observe that here we are using the assumption that M is typable in a single
element environment. Again, by Lemma 5(iv) it follows that x does not occur in
N1 . Hence
N1 (N2[Mx])=(N1N2)[Mx].
Case (II) is essentially the same as the one discussed for (cut). K
The reader may have started wondering why we assume that the environment E
in the rules of |&ND is nonempty. If we allow E=<, then all the rules make perfect
sense and the system can be shown to be equivalent to |&ND in the sense that it
does not prove more sequents of the form E |&M : _, with E{<. The problem
with this extension is that (cut) is not admissible in it. To see this let us observe
that assuming rule (cut) and empty environments, the following derivation is legal.
Let E=(z1 : X  X) V (z2 : X).
E |& z1z2 : X
|& (*x : X .x) : X  X ( y : X) |& y : X
( y : X ) |&(*x : X .x) y : X
(  -elim)
E |&(*x : X .x)(z1z2) : X
(cut).
On the other hand it is easy to show that the sequent (z1 : X  X) V (z2 : X) |&
(*x : X .x)(z1z2) : X is not derivable in |&ND which allows empty environments.
In order to have the admissibility of (cut) restored one needs an additional rule
which extends (  -elim).
(  -elim-empty)
|&M _  { E |&N : _
E |&(MN) : {
Environment E in the above rule is arbitrary. In fact, one can prove that (cut) and
(  -elim-empty) are equivalent in the extended system.
4.2. From |&LMS to |&ND
In this part we shall prove that if (x : _) |&LMS M : {, then also (x : _) |&ND M : {,
i.e., every derivation in |&LMS can be viewed as being in |&ND . We start with a
lemma which will be useful in the embedding of |&LMS into |&ND .
Lemma 10. The following rule
(\-L)
(x : _[\X]) V E |&M : {
(x : \X ._) V E |&M[(x\)x] : {
is admissible in |&ND .
Proof. The proof is by induction on M. It is routine. Let us just consider the
case M=M1! and let us assume that (x : _[\X]) V E |&ND M : {.
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The last rule in the derivation must have been (\-elim). Hence the last step in the
derivation must have looked as follows.
(x : _[\X]) V E |&M1 : \Y.{$
(x : _[\X]) V E |&M1 ! : {$[!Y]
and {={$[!Y]. By the induction hypothesis we obtain
(x : \X ._) V E |&ND M1[(x\)x] : \Y.{$.
Applying the (\-elim) rule we obtain
(x : \X ._) V E |&ND (M1[(x\)x]) ! : {$[!Y].
This case is concluded by observing that
(M1[(x\)x]) !=(M1!)[(x\)x].
This completes the proof.
Theorem 11. If (x : _) |&LMS M : {, then (x : _) |&ND M : {.
Proof. We prove that each of the rules of |&LMS is admissible in |&ND . For
(  ) we have the following derivation in |&ND extended by (cut).
( y : _1  _2) |& y : _1  _2 (x : {1) |&M : _1
( y : _1  _2) V (x : {1) |&( yM) : _2
(  -elim)
( y : _2) |& N : {2
( y : _1  _2) V (x : {1) |& N[( yM)y] : {2
(cut)
( y : _1  _2) |&*x : {1 .N[( yM)y] : {1  {2
(  -intro)
Hence, by Proposition 9, (  ) is admissible in |&ND .
Admissibility of (\L) follows immediately from Lemma 10 by taking E=<.
Let 0kn. For admissibility of (\k, n) we prove the following property. If
E |&ND *x1 : {1 } } } *xk : {k .M : {1  } } } {n  { and X does not occur free in {1 , ..., {n ,
nor in E, then E |&ND *x1 : {1 } } } *xn : {n .4X .Mxk+1 } } } xn : {1  } } } {n  \X .{. By
taking E=(x : _) we get the admissibility of \k, n . The proof is by induction on k.
Let us just show the case k=0, leaving the induction step to the reader.
So assume E |&ND M : {1  } } } {n  {. Using n times (  -elim) we obtain
E V (x1 : {1) V } } } V (xn : {n) |&ND Mx1 } } } xn : {,
where x1 , ..., xn are new variables not occurring in M. By our assumption about X
we can apply (\-intro) and get
E V (x1 : {1) V } } } V (xn : {n) |&ND 4X .Mx1 } } } xn : \X .{.
Now, applying (  -intro) n times we get the conclusion. K
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Before progressing further let us observe that the converse to Theorem 11 does
not hold. It follows from the observation that the way |&LMS is set up, it types only
terms which contain no ;1 -redexes (i.e., object-redexes). The reader may easily
check that the following term is typable in |&ND . (Let = denote type \X .X . )
(x : =  =) |&ND *y : =4X . ((*z : =.xzX) y) : =  =.
4.3. Soundness and Completeness
We first present semantics for sequents. Let R be a logical relation over an
applicative structure. R satisfies a sequent _ V {1 V } } } V {n |&{, written _ V {1
V } } } V {n<R {, if R_ } R{1 } } } R{nR{.9 We say that the sequent _ V {1 V } } } V {n |&{
is valid, written _ V {1 V } } } V {n<{, if for every applicative structure D and for
every logical relation R over D, _ V {1 V } } } V {n <R { holds.
The next result is a straightforward generalization of Mitchell’s theorems 1 and 4.
Theorem 12. For arbitrary typed _, {1 , ..., {n , { and pairwise different variables
x, y1 , ..., yn the following are equivalent:
(i) There is a typed term M such that (x : _) V ( y1 : {1) V } } } V ( yn : {n) |&ND
M : {.
(ii) There is a types term M such that [(x : _), ( y1 : {1), ..., ( yn : {n)] |&F M : {
and erase(M) ’* xy1 } } } yn .
(iii) |&_ C={1  } } }  {n  {.
(iv) _ V {1 V } } } V {n <{.
Proof. (i) O (ii). is proved by an Easy induction on M. We use the observa-
tion that every derivation in |&ND can be easily transformed into a derivation in
|&F . The property of the system F used in this transformation is that the following
weakening rule is admissible in |&F : if A |&F M : { and B is an environment extend-
ing A, then B |&F M : {. We leave the details to the reader.
(ii) O (iii). Assuming (ii) we have [(x : _)] |&F (*y1 : {1 } } } *yn : {n .M) :
{1  } } }  {n  { and erase(*y1 : {1 } } } *yn : {n .M) ’* x. Hence, by Theorem 1 we
get (iii).
(iii) O (iv) follows from Theorem 4 and Lemma 3.
(iv) O (i). Assuming (iv), by Lemma 3 we have <_ C={1  } } }  {n  {.
Hence by Theorems 4, 2, and 11 we have that there is a typed term M such that
(x : _) |&ND M : {1  } } }  {n  {.
Applying the (  -elim) n times rule we obtain
(x : _) V ( y1 : {1) V } } } V ( yn : {n) |&ND (My1 } } } yn) : {.
Hence My1 } } } yn is the sought term. K
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9 Parentheses associate to the left, i.e., R_ } R{1 } ...R{n stands for (...(R_ } R{1) } ...R{n).
5. SUBJECT REDUCTION AND STRONG NORMALIZATION
Subject reduction is a property of the system which says that each type is closed
under ; reduction of terms typable in that type. We have the following result.
Theorem 13 (Subject reduction). Let E |&ND M : { and let M ; N. Then
E |&ND N : {.
Proof. Let M be of the form C[M$] and let N be of the form C[N$], for a cer-
tain context C[ ] and assume that M$ ; N$ is an instance of (;1) or (;2). The
proof is by induction on C[ ]. We show here the base step. The induction step,
being completely routine, is left to the reader. Let us consider the following two
cases:
I. M#(*x : _.P) Q and N=P[Qx].
II. M#(4X .P) \ and N#P[\X].
In case (I) the last part of the derivation of E |&ND M : _ must look as follows.
E$ V (x : _) |&P : {
E$ |&(*x : _.P) : _  {
(  -intro)
( y : !) |&Q : _
E$ V ( y : !) |&(*x : _.P) Q : {
(  -elim),
where E=E$ V ( y : !). Then we use the (cut*) rule to get
( y : !) |&Q : _ E$ V (x : _) |&P : {
E$ V ( y : !) |&P[Qx] : {
(cut*).
By Proposition 9 we conclude that E |&ND N : {.
In case (II) we proceed in a similar way. The last part of the derivation of
E |&ND M : { must look as follows.
E |&P : {$
E |&(4X .P) : \X .{$
(\-intro)
E |&(4X .P) \ : {$[\X]
(\-elim),
where {#{$[\X]. Since X  FV(E), Lemma 6 applied to E |&ND P : {$ yields
E |&ND N : {. This completes the proof. K
It turns out that terms typable in |&ND are also closed under ’-reductions. An
obvious proof of the next result is left to the reader.
Proposition 14. Let E |&ND M : { and let M  ’ N. Then E |&ND N: {.
We conclude this section with a result which states strong normalization of terms
typable in |&ND . Since typability in |&ND can be easily seen as a part of typability
in F, strong normalization of terms typable in |&ND follows from strong normaliza-
tion for system F (see [11]). However, the result for |&ND has an obvious direct
proof due to the special form of terms typable in |&ND .
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Theorem 15 (Strong normalization). If E |&ND M : {, then every sequence of
;-reductions starting from M is finite, i.e., leads to a normal form.
Proof. It is enough to observe that all terms typable in |&ND are linear, i.e.,
every lambda abstraction in such a term binds just one occurrence of a variable.
Hence every ;-reduction decreases the size of the term. K
6. COHERENCE
Coherence of |&ND is the property expressing the fact that any two terms which
represent coercions between the same types are provably equal. For this we need
an equational theory for terms typable in |&ND .
6.1. Equational Theory
We will present a formal system for deriving expressions of the form E |&M=
N : {, which we read as ‘‘terms M and N are provably equal in type {.’’
Axioms for equality. We assume that for every axiom E |&M=N : { stated
below, both E |&ND M : { and E |&ND N : { hold.
(eq-refl) E |&M=M : {
(eq-;) E |&(*x : _.M) N=M[Nx] : {
(eq-;2) E |&(4X .M) _=M[_X] : {
(eq-’) E |&*x : _.Mx=M : _  {, x  FV(M)
(eq-’2) E |&4X .MX=M : \X ._, X  FV(M)
Rules for equality.
(eq-appl)
E |&M=N : _  { (x : !) |&P=Q : _
E V (x : !) |&MP=NQ : {
x  dom(E)
(eq appl2)
E |&M=N : \X ._
E |&P[M{1 y]=Q[N{2 y] : !
,
where in (eq appl2) we assume that ( y : _[{1 X]) |&ND P : ! and ( y : _[{2 X])
|&ND Q : !.
(eq abs)
E V (x : _) |&M=N : {
E |&(*x : _.M)=(*x : _.N) : _  {
(eq abs2)
E |&M=N : {
E |&(4X .M)=(4X .N) : \X .{
X  FV(E)
(eq symm)
E |&M=N : {
E |&N=M : {
(eq trans)
E |&M=P : { E |&P=N : {
E |&N=M : {
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We will use the notation E |&ND M=N : _ to denote that the terms M, N are
provably equal (in the environment E and in the type _) in the above system, i.e.,
the expression E |&M=N : _ is derivable in the above system.
The above axioms and rules are pretty obvious and need no explanation, except
perhaps the rule (eq appl2). This rule is a direct translation into our framework of
explicit coercions of the rule (Eq appl2) for system F<: (F with subtyping) from
[6]. This is quite a powerful rule having many intriguing consequences. The reader
may also consult [14] for a discussion of this rule and its ‘‘coercion version’’ for
|&LMS .
The original rule (Eq appl2) from [6] and its relation to our (eq appl2) rule can
be explained as follows (we use the notation of our paper).
(Eq appl2)
E |&F<: M=N : \(X\) \
E |&F<: M{1=N{2 : !
,
assuming that {1\, {2\, _[{1X]! and _[{2 X]! are derivable in F<: .
This rule expresses a very strong property that for every polymorphic object, any
two polymorphic instances of it are equal, provided there is a common type in
which both the instances live.
In our approach the quantification is unbounded, i.e., all types are eligible for
instantiation. The last two assumptions about subtyping are translated into an
explicit coercion version of |&ND :
(x : _[{1 X]) |&ND P : !
and
(x : _[{2 X]) |&ND Q : !.
Then, the translated version of E |&F<: M{1 : ! becomes
E |&ND P[M{1 x] : !
and similarly for the other term. It follows from admissibility of (cut) (see Proposi-
tion 9) that the above sequent is indeed derivable in |&ND . This explains our rule
(eq-appl2).
6.2. Proving Coherence Property
We first prove a sequence of lemmas which leads to the coherence result.
Lemma 16. If E |&ND M : { and M  ; N, then E |&ND M=N : {.
Proof. We have M=C[M$], N=C[N$], for some context C[ ] such that
M$ ; N$ is an instance of (;1) or (;2). The lemma is proved by a routine induc-
tion on C[ ]. The base case is handled by (eq-;) and (eq-;2), and the induction
step is handled by the rules for equality. K
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Theorem 17 (Coherence). If E |&ND P : ! and E |&ND Q : !, then E |&ND P=
Q : !.
Proof. Let E=(x : _) V ( y1 : !1) V } } } V ( yn : !n), for some n0. Then we have
(x : _) |&ND *y1 : !1 } } } *yn : !n .P : !1  } } }  !n  !.
Similarly for Q we obtain
(x : _) |&ND *y1 : !1 } } } *yn : !n .Q : !1  } } }  !n  !.
Let P$=*y1 : !1 } } } *yn : !n .P, Q$=*y1 : !1 } } } *yn : !n .Q and !$=!1  } } }  !n  !.
Let X be a variable which does not occur in _. Then we have
(x : _) |&ND 4X .x : \X ._.
Now, taking in (eq-appl2) the term 4X .x for M and N, the type X for {1 and {2
we conclude that
(x : _) |&ND P$[(4X .x) Xx]=Q$[(4X .x) Xx] : !$.
By Lemma 16 we obtain
(x : _) |&ND P$[(4X .x) Xx]=P$ : !$
and
(x : _) |&ND Q$[(4X .x) Xx]=Q$ : !$.
Thus, by transitivity and symmetry we get
(x : _) |&ND P$=Q$ : !.
It follows from (eq-appl) that
(x : _) V ( y1 : !1) V } } } V ( yn : !n) |&ND P$y1 } } } yn=Q$y1 } } } yn : !.
Since P$y1 } } } yn is ;-equal to P and Q$y1 } } } yn is ;-equal to Q, we conclude that
E |&ND P=Q : !.
This completes the proof. K
7. GENTZEN-STYLE SEQUENT CALCULUS AND CUT ELIMINATION
In this section we will present a Gentzen-style sequent calculus for the logic of
coercions.
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Axiom. (x : _) |&(x : _).
Rules.
(  -L)
( y : \) |&M : _1 (x : _2) V E |&N : {
(z : _1  _2) V ( y : \) V E |&N[zMx] : {
y{z and y, z  Dom(E)
(  -R)
E V (x : _) |&M : {
E |&(*x : _.M) : _  {
(E{<)
(\-L)
(x : _[\X]) V E |&M : {
(x : \X ._) V E |&M[(x\x)] : {
(\-R)
E |&M : _
E |&(4X .M) : \X ._
(X  FV(E))
We write E |&S M : { to denote that the sequent E |&M : { is derivable in the above
system.
The immediate goal is to prove that the natural deduction system and the above
introduced Gentzen-style sequent calculus are equivalent with respect to their
typability (i.e., provability) power. We will achieve this in two steps. First we show
that |&ND is equivalent to |&S extended with (cut) and then we show that (cut) is
weakly admissible in |&S in the sense that the same types are inhabited (i.e., the
same formulas are provable) in both systems: the extended one and |&S . Clearly
the ordinary notion of admissibility which we have been using in this paper so far
is too strong here since the terms typable in |&S are in normal form, while (cut)
may introduce ; redexes. Let |&S+ denote the system |&S augmented with (cut).
We first need a technical lemma.
Lemma 18. If E |&S+ M : _, then for every type ! and for every type variable X,
we have E[!X] |&S+ M[!X] : _[!X].
Proof. A routine induction on length of the derivation of E |&S+ M : _. We leave
the details to the reader. K
Proposition 19. The systems |&ND and |&S+ are of equal power, i.e., for all E,
M, and {, we have E |&ND M : { iff E |&S+ M : {.
Proof. For the implication o it is enough to observe that (  -L) is admissible
in |&NDa proof very similar to the proof of admissibility of (  ) in |&ND (see the
proof of Theorem 11) is left to the reader. Admissibility of (\-L) in |&ND follows
from Lemma 10. Admissibility of (cut) follows from Proposition 9.
For the proof in the opposite direction we have to show that both elimination
rules of |&ND are admissible in |&S+ . For the proof of admissibility of (  -elim) in
|&S+ let us assume
E |&S+ M : _  { and (x : \) |&S+ N : _.
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Let y  Dom(E) and y{x. Applying (  -R) to the axiom ( y : _  {) |&S+ y : _  {
and (x : \) |&S+ N : _ we obtain
( y : _  {) V (x : \) |&S+ yN : {.
Hence, by (cut), we have
E V (x : \) |&S+ MN : {.
For the proof of admissibility of (\-elim) let us assume that
E |&S+ M : \X_. (2)
Applying (\-L) to ( y : _[{X]) |&S+ y : _[{X] we get
( y : \X ._) |&S+ y{ : _[{X].
Hence, by (cut) applied to the above sequent and (2) we obtain
E |&S+ M{ : _[{X].
This completes the proof. K
The next result is an immediate corollary of Proposition 19, the subject reduction
property for |&ND (Theorem 13), and strong normalization for terms typable in
|&ND (Theorem 15).
Corollary 20. The system |&S+ enjoys subject reduction and strong normaliza-
tion properties.
Theorem 21 (Cut elimination). If E |&S+ M : {, then E |&S M$ : {, where M$ is a
;-normal form of M.
Proof. Let E |&S+ M : {. It follows from Corollary 20 that we can reduce M to
a term M$ which is in ;-normal form, and we still maintain the property that
E |&S+ M$ : {. Hence, without loss of generality we may assume that the term M is
already in ;-normal form and we will prove that E |&S M : {.
It follows that in the derivation of E |&S+ M : {, if M is in ;-normal form, then
all terms which occur in that derivation are also in ;-normal forman easy proof
by induction on the structure of this derivation is left to the reader.10
Next we introduce a cut measure on derivations 2 of E |&M : {. For each
occurrence of the cu rule in 2, the cut measure of this occurrence is the number of
nodes in 2 which are above that occurrence. The cut measure of a derivation 2 is
the sum of cut measures of all occurrences of cut rules in 2. We prove that if
E |&S+ M : { and M is in ;-normal form, then E |&S M : {. The proof is by induction
on the cut measure of a derivation of E |&M : { in |&S+ .
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10 An important property of the type system used in this proof is that if E |&S+ M : { is derivable, then
every object variable which occurs in E has exactly one free occurrence in M.
Take a derivation 2 of E |&S+ M : { with positive cut measure. Consider an
occurrence of the cut rule in 2 such that no cut rule occurs above it. Let 2 be the
derivation which consists of all nodes of 2 which are above this occurrence of the
cut rule, including that occurrence. We will decrease the cut measure of 2 , without
changing cut measures of other occurrences of (cut). Hence, by the induction
hypothesis, the theorem will follow. We have that 2 looks as follows.
b 21
E1 |&P : _
b 22
(x : _) V E2 |&Q : {
E1 V E2 |&Q[Qx] : {
(cut)
If E1 |&P : _ is an instance of an axiom, then (x : _) V E2 |&Q : { and E1 V E2 |&
Q[Px] : { are identical, and we replace 2 by 22 . The resulting derivation has
smaller cut measure and we can apply the induction hypothesis.
If the last rule in 21 is (  -L) then 21 looks as follows:
b 2$1
( y : \) |&P2 : _1
b 2"1
(z : _2) V E$1 |&P1 : _
(u : _1  _2) V ( y : \) V E$1 |&P1[uP2 z] : _
(  -L).
That is, we have E1=(u : _1  _2) V ( y : \) V E$1 and P=P1[uP2 z]. Thus we can
replace 2 by the following derivation.
b 2"1
(z : _2) V E$1 |&P1 : _
b 22
(x : _) V E2 |&Q : {
(z : _2) V E$1 V E2 |&Q[P1 x] : {
(cut)b 2$1
( y : \) |&P2 : _1
(u : _1  _2) V ( y : \) V E$1 V E2 |&(Q[P1 z])[uP2 z] : {
(  -L).
To conclude this step we have to notice that since z does not occur in Q, we have
(Q[P1x])[uP2 z]=Q[P1[uP2 z]x]=Q[Px]. The derivation which results
from this transformation has smaller cut measure and we can apply the induction
hypothesis.
If the last rule in 21 is (\-L) then 21 looks as follows:
b 2$1
( y : \[!X]) V E$1 |&P1 : _
(z : \X .\) V E$1 |&P1[(z!)y] : _
(\-L).
Here we have E=(z : \X .\) V E$1 and P=P1[(z!)y]. Then we can replace 2 by
the following derivation.
b 2$1
( y : \[!X]) V E$1 |&P1 : _
b 22
(x : _) V E2 |&Q : {
( y : \[!X]) V E$1 V E2 |&Q[P1 x] : {
(z : \X .\) V E$1 V E2 |&(Q[P1 x])[(z!)y] : {
(\-L)
(cut)
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Again, since y does not occur in Q, it follows that (Q[P1 x])[(z!)y]=
Q[P1[(z!)y]x]=Q[Px].
If the last rule in 21 is (  -R) of (\-R) then, since Q[Px] is in ;-normal form,
it follows that either (x : _) V E2 |&Q : { is an axiom, or the last rule in 22 is either
(  -R) or (\-R).11 We proceed similarly as in the previous part of the proof,
eliminating this cut if (x : _) V E2 |&Q : { is an axiom or pushing it up through the
right branch. In any case this results in decreasing the cut measure of the deriva-
tion. We leave the easy details to the reader. K
8. TYPE INHABITATION AND TYPE RECONSTRUCTION
Despite simplicity of the metatheory of the sequent calculus presented in this
paper, the following problem is undecidable: given a sequent _1 V } } } V _n |&{, is
there a term M such that ( y1 : _1) V } } } V ( yn : _n) |&ND M : { holds? This problem
is known as the inhabitation problem: given types _1 , ..., _n , {, can we construct an
object of type {, assuming that we have objects of types _1 , ..., _n . This result was
proved by Urzyczyn and the author of this paper (see [18]). It is proved there that
for types _ and { the relation |&_ C={ is undecidable. The reader may also consult
[21] for another proof of this result. Thus, none of the systems, Mitchell’s contain-
ment relation, |&LMS , |&ND , |&S , and |&S+ , is decidable. The reader may compare
this result with undecidability of type inhabitation for the system F which was
proved Gabbay [9] and independently by Lo b (see [13]).
It is perhaps interesting to contrast the undecidability result of [18] with
decidability of the following problem: given two types _ and {, does |&_ C={ and
|&{ C=_ hold? This problem turns out to be decidable (see [17]). This is a conse-
quence of a simple equational axiomatization of the above relation. This
axiomatization is given in [17].
The type inhabitation problem is concerned with decidability of the set of
theorems of a given logic. Hence it has a clear logical motivation. There is another
problem which has a computational motivation and is in a certain sense dual to the
above mentioned problem. It is known as the type reconstruction problem. An
instance of this problem is a pure lambda term M and we are interested whether
it can be typed in |&ND , i.e., whether there is a typed term Q, a noncommutative
environment E, and a type { such that erase(Q)=M and E |&ND M : {. We will
prove that this problem is decidable. The reader may find it interesting to compare
it with the undecidability of type reconstruction for system F (see [20]).
We are going to give a simple syntactic characterization of pure lambda terms
which are typable in |&ND . Call a term M strongly linear if for every subterm N of
M, N *’; x1 } } } xn , where x1 , ..., xn are pairwise different variables, and n1.
Proposition 22. If *x.M is a strongly linear term, then M has exactly one free
occurrence of x. Hence all ;-reductions performed on strongly linear terms shrink
their size. In particular, it follows that the set of strongly linear terms in decidable and
that strongly linear terms are strongly normalizing.
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11 It can be neither (  -L) nor (\-L), since this would result in a ;-redex in M.
Proof. This is a routine induction on M of the following more general state-
ment: if M is strongly linear, then every variable occuring free in M has exactly one
occurrence and for every subterm of M of the form *y.N, N has exactly one free
occurrence of y. We leave the easy details to the reader.
Decidability of the property ‘‘being strongly linear’’ follows from the previous
partgiven a term M, if it is strongly linear it has to shrink its size during every
step of ;’-reductions; hence, the normal form (if it exists), or the information that
there is none, is computable in polynomial time. K
Before giving the main result of this section we state the following technical
lemma which will be needed later. It says that the converse to one of the cut rules
is admissible in |&ND .
Lemma 23. Let Q and P be typed terms and let x, y be variables such that
x # FV(Q) and erase(P) *’; y. If for some E, F and types \, { we have
E V ( y : \) V F |&ND Q[Px] : {,
then for some type _ with FV(_)FV(\) _ FV(P) we have
E V (x : _) V F |&ND Q : { and ( y : \) |&ND P : _.
Proof. We proceed by induction on Q. If Q=x, then we have E V ( y : \) V F
|&ND P : {. Since erase(P) *’; y it follows12 that E=F=<. If X1 , ..., Xn are free
type variables of { which occur neither in \ nor in P, then, by Lemma 6, we have
( y : \) |&ND P : {[=X1 , ..., =Xn]. Thus _={[=X1 , ..., =Xn] is the sought type.13
The case Q=*z : !.Q1 and Q=Q1! are completely routine. For the case
Q=Q1Q2 we use the observation that x occurs exactly once in Q (otherwise
y # FV(P) would occur more than once in Q[Px], which is a contradiction with
typability in |&ND). For the case Q=4X .Q1 we use the assumption that FV(_)
FV(\) _ FV(P). We leave the details to the reader. K
The next result gives a full characterization of terms typable in |&ND . It also
yields decidability of type reconstruction for |&ND .
Theorem 24 (Type reconstruction). The following conditions are equivalent:
(i) M is strongly linear;
(ii) There is a typed term Q such that erase(Q)=M and for some E and {,
E |&ND Q : {.
Hence the type reconstruction problem for |&ND is decidable.
Proof. The implication (ii) O (i) is proved by an obvious induction on Q. For
the proof of (i) O (ii) we prove by induction on M the following property. If M is
strongly linear and M *’; y1 } } } yn , then there are types {1 , ..., {n , { and a typed
term Q such that erase(Q)=M and ( y1 : {1) V } } } V ( yn : {n) |&ND Q : {.
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12 An easy induction on P we leave to the reader.
13 Recall that = denotes the type \X.X.
The base case is obvious. If M=*x.M1 , then strong linearity of M implies that
if M *’; y1 } } } yn , then M1 *’; y1 } } } ynx (the outermost lambda abstraction can
only be eliminated by ’-reduction). We apply the induction hypothesis and we are
done.
If M=xM1 } } } Mn , (n1), then strong linearity implies that each Mi *’; y1 and
y1 , ..., yn are pairwise different. We apply the induction hypothesis to all M1 , ..., Mn
and we are done.
The last case is M=(*x.M0) M1 } } } Mn , with n1. By Proposition 22
M0[M1 x] M2 } } } Mn has smaller size than M. Moreover, we have that for some
m1,
M0 *’; y1 } } } ymx. (3)
Since (*x.M0) M1 is strongly linear, it follows from (3) and the ChurchRosser
property (see [2]) that for pairwise different variables z1 , ..., zn we have Mi *’; zi for
i=1, ..., n, and M *’; y1 } } } ymz1 } } } zn . By the induction hypothesis there are types
_1 , ..., _m , {1 , ..., {n , { and a typed term Q such that erase(Q)=M0[M1x] M2 } } } Mn
and E V (z1 : {1) V F |&ND Q : {, where E=( y1 : _1) V } } } V ( ym : _m) and F=(z2 : {2)
V } } } V (zn : {n).
It follows that Q must be of the form Q0[Q1 x] Q2 } } } Qn , for some typed
terms14 Q0 , ...Qn , with erase(Qi)=Mi , for i=0, ..., n. By Lemma 23, there is a type
_ such that
E V (x : _) V F |&ND Q0Q2 } } } Qn : { (4)
and
(z1 : {1) |&ND Q1 : _. (5)
The last n&1 rules in the derivation of (4) are (  -elim) rules. Thus there are types
!2 , ..., !n such that E V (x : _) |&ND Q0 : !2  } } }  !n  { and (zi : {i) |&ND Qi : ! for
i=2, ..., n. By (5) and the above we get E V (z1 : {1) V F |&ND (*x : _.Q0) Q1 } } } Qn : {.
Thus (*x : _.Q0) Q1 } } } Qn is the sought term.
The second part of the theorem follows from the first part and from Proposi-
tion 22. This completes the proof. K
9. CONCLUSION
We have introduced a sequent calculus for deriving sequents of the form
_1 V } } } V _n |&{, with n1. The calculus comes in two flavors: as a natural deduc-
tion system and as a Gentzen-style sequent calculus. The rules of the systems are
annotated with terms in a smooth and natural way. Hence we have an instance of
the CurryHoward isomorphism which links logical and computational aspects of
the logic. The logic which emerges from these systems has many properties includ-
ing: coherence, subject reduction, strong normalization, and decidable problem of
type reconstruction. This logic is undecidable.
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14 These terms need not be unique.
It is interesting to compare our logic with the unified calculus, LU, of Girard
[12]. This system deals with sequents of the form 1; 1 $ |&2$; 2, i.e., sequents have
four zones: two linear zones 1 and 2 and two classical zones 1 $ and 2$. Our logic
can be embedded in a certain sense15 into LU by representing the sequent
_1 V } } } V _n |&{ by _1 , ..., _n ; |&; { (i.e., classical zones are empty). Thus our logic
can be qualified as noncommutative linear intuitionistic logic.
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